To Be a Christian During the Rennaissance
Caroline Glazer
To be alive during the Renaissance was to be exposed to an endless
reminder of your proximity to heaven, and your complete failure to get
any closer to it. Especially if you were a white, Christian male, the artwork of Renaissance masters like Raphael, Michelangelo, and da Vinci
would have seemed a particularly personal picture of what it meant to
be a human striving toward God: namely, in excellent physical shape
(see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: The Creation of Adam, Michelangelo c. 1512

Artists like Raphael subscribed to the Neoplatonic school of thought
that we, as humans, have the capacity to achieve divine greatness, but
we simply don’t take advantage of it. At the peak of the Renaissance,
most artists chose to portray “capacity to achieve divine greatness” in
humans through what art historian Albert E. Elsen, in Purposes of Art,
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calls “heroic muscularity,” or just “bulging muscles akin to those of
whichever divine figure happens to appear in the composition.” The intention of artists, however, was not to make white, Christian males feel
bad about their bodies, but to celebrate the human form just as they
celebrated all natural life forms in an attempt to find the same amount
of holiness in life on earth as in life in heaven. Raphael’s cartoon for a
tapestry in the Sistine Chapel, titled The Miraculous Draught of Fishes
from c. 1515-1516 (see Fig. 2), embodies all the values and goals of Renaissance artists. It shows a dedication to the best of the natural world,
without really acknowledging any other parts of it, ultimately suggesting that only the best of humanity are worthy of ascent into heaven
through Christianity.

Fig. 2: The Miraculous Draught of Fishes, Raphael c. 1515-1516

The Miraculous Draught of Fishes depicts a gospel story that would have
been familiar to viewers at the time, in which Jesus boards the failing
fishing boat of soon-to-be disciple Peter and tells him to cast out his
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net one more time, immediately resulting in a “miraculous draught”
of fish and in the long run causing Peter to leave fishing to follow Jesus until his death.1 The choice of a gospel story for subject matter is
important, as these stories are the most relatable of the Bible stories
and lend themselves well to an earthly visual interpretation (more so
than, say, the medieval gold-leaf-encrusted hierarchical Last Judgment
scenes). Raphael’s composition and positioning of his figures supports
the equalizing sentiment behind the choice of subject matter. The human figures are arranged on a horizontal plane through the center of
the image, on the same level as Jesus. They are in the middle ground
in terms of distance from the frame, between some very detailed birds
in the foreground and a city and some large groups of people in the
background. This staging of the various elements of the composition
places the gospel story (and by extension the divine figure of Jesus)
solidly within the realm of the human—and more importantly, the familiar—world.
Raphael uses studied depictions of both the natural worlds and the
civilized worlds within the earthly realm to communicate to a viewer
that this story does, indeed, take place on Earth. These elements suggest a dedication to accuracy on Raphael’s part, and are symbolic of
the greater Humanistic philosophy that has been ascribed to Renaissance artists. For example, the birds in the foreground are rendered
in minute detail and shown in a varied array of poses, suggesting the
importance and relevance not only of humans, but of all God’s earthly
creatures. A viewer can easily make out individual feathers and different expressions on the faces of all the birds. Additionally, the birds in
flight are shown from different angles, indicative of much time spent
studying and caring about accuracy in the natural world. Similarly, the
buildings in the background are of a recognizable architectural style
that would have looked strikingly similar to contemporary Italy at the
time this work was displayed. Essentially, all of these minute details
serve the same purpose: make a viewer feel like they are looking at a
divine story taking place in a familiar earthly setting. A Christian looking at this painting would sense the message that heaven is not out of
reach; in fact, it’s practically here on Earth!
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Raphael’s portrayal of human figures adds to this sentiment of the
achievability of the divine. Jesus (on the far left of the image) is indistinguishable physically from the rest of the figures. In fact, he is lacking
the heroic muscularity—or it is covered by robes—with which most
divine figures were shown in High Renaissance art. Raphael’s humans
are shown with bulging muscles of their own, but, unlike Michelangelo’s humans, they are straining and working hard at a task (see especially the two figures standing in the boat on the right, painted with
extended arms to show off dutifully rendered musculature). It is this
hard work and straining, Raphael suggests, that allows them to be on
the same compositional (and, metaphorically, divine) level as Jesus in
the image. Additionally, all the figures have halos, and are actively interacting with one another. Raphael is showing a sense of equanimity
among Jesus and the humans, which, by extension, suggests an equanimity between heaven and earth.
While the ultimate message of The Miraculous Draught of Fishes is right
in line with Neoplatonic and High Renaissance ideas, Raphael takes a
very different approach toward showing the human capability for divine greatness from contemporary (and biggest competition) Michelangelo, who painted the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel where Raphael’s
tapestries were to be displayed. One of the clearest comparisons is between the pair of Peter and Jesus in Raphael’s Miraculous Draught and
Adam and God in Michelangelo’s Creation of Adam (see Fig. 1). In the
former, a human is reaching out towards the divine for guidance, while,
in the latter, the divine is reaching out towards the human to affect a
craving for heavenly guidance. These messages may seem contradictory, but they actually serve the same purpose via different methods.
While Michelangelo sought to present a warning to humans against
laziness and lack of motivation, Raphael sought to present an image
of exemplary human action towards achieving the divine. Both works
ultimately fill the ideal Renaissance task of showing the divine realm to
be something easily reached with a little effort and perseverance.
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